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THE FALL

Walking in the land of Lilliput

beneath gigantic trees

a battalion sharing their shade

crowding the mountainside

reaching for infinity

farmers burning their stubble

later to enrich their crops

smoke disguised as a morning mist

ash falls on my hair

an avenue of liquid ambers

chameleons of nature

decaying leaves fall

crunching beneath my feet

JUST THE WIND

My walking path,

busy as bees in my lavender hedge

dogs walking their owners 

luxurious prams on the starting blocks

vying for the silver cup holder

every pram should have one!

I brace against the biting wind

a pram stops, I pause

keeping my Covid distance

a couple battling with the mechanics

reversing the directions of the seat

without turning the wheels 

a child faces me dressed for Easter

a bundle of Pink 

warm and snug with long flapping ears

her parents protecting her from the wind

it will not always be so 

life is full of damaging winds.

B e r n a d e t t e  D i c k e n s o n



 
 
 

Lonely songs for lonely people

The sun sets so early in May

That by the time you squeeze into a tram,

The day is dead and you’re cold

And already tired.

The night might as well be a bust.

But hey, at least you aren’t on your own.

Although, it’s fashionable to be alone now

So why deny yourself that too.

They even make music for it:

Lonely songs for lonely people,

The sad and singing hearts of every evening;

New mixes anyone can fade out to

With closed eyes and heavy sighs.

There’s a ritual of hope thick in the air,

Everyone shivering and broken by the day,

Reminding themselves Eliot was a banker;

Nescio an advertising executive

And now they reprint everything he wrote

And emboss the letters, gush in the forewords.

So maybe there’s time enough for all that,

A good night’s sleep etcetera etcetera.,

Plenty have done more with less.

Just shake the cold out and clear your head.

If you stamp your feet hard enough, the frost won’t get in.

Laurence Levy-Atkinson is a writer and poet based in Melbourne, Australia.
His recent work can be found in: Southerly, Australian Poetry Journal,

Nightingale & Sparrow, Poetically, CP Quarterly, TunaFish and is
forthcoming in Green Ink, among others. He has been featured in the
Slinkies emerging writers’ series curated by Spineless Wonders and

shortlisted for the Anna Davidson Rosenberg Poetry Award.

L a u r e n c e  L e v y - A t k i n s o n



 

[18]

After the cross

nothing is lost

how nobility does survive poverty

if no one hits it

how can it fall？

there are men enough to face the darkness

living and dreaming alone

there are men enough

enough and lost

[20]

Akiba’s mistake

a narrow-walled city

paper and iron tigers

an enemy

reckoned figures

parchment

yīndào

shale

no appeals to horizon

[24]

André’s sad attempt

the speech that killed it

the dance of aftermath

in this light I cannot tell

in this light nothing is clear

in this light I just do not know

I do not know

the Fathers have been silent all this time

quiet as mittens

From Necessary

D a v i d  H a r r i s o n  H o r t o n



[27]

Her virginal heart

to be seated in Majesty

chapterhouse

how the devoted flock

factor the accounting

how the stone grows cold

and wine does turn

dance card punched

a bet in the third

[28]

A few paternal acres bound

a rabbit box

collapsible shed

plum showers

the month of June

to beat the proverbial brick

cord of winter oak

in all sins confidence

to never skimp a vice

 David Harrison Horton is a Beijing-based writer,
artist, editor and curator. His work has recently

appeared in Ethel, Acropolis, Otoliths, Cult of Clio,
and Variant Lit, among others. He edits the

poetry zine SAGINAW.



Word Are Flowers   
    (After reading Words are Birds by Francisco X Alarcón)

Words are flowers.

Buds in my mind,

Promising so much

Intense colour and intricate beauty.

Words emerging through sepals,

Slowly developing, before

Exploding open.

Filling fields and deserts with awe.

Words, shouting vibrant colours,

Words, calling insects to drink.

Words, nectar to sustain,

Words, pollen to feed.

Useful words from ancient times,

From modern hybrids too.

Welwitschias competing with Petunias,

Words standing strong, tall as Wollemia.

Words booming and blooming,

Blossoms magnificent and minute,

Spectacular and smelly,

Lasting for only a day, or so, so much longer.

Words are blossoms that last,

Preserved, pressed between blotting paper,

Saved in a bowl of pot-pourri,

Bunches, brown, hanging upside down.

Some words fade, softly,

Comforting, cascading, enduring.

Words to cling to, soothing,

Becoming silent hugs.

Words are seeds scattered to the winds,

Sharing knowledge, hope and warmth.

Words germinating to educate,

Words to provoke thought and understanding.

Julia Vaughan moved to Australia
with her husband in 1989. She

dreams of being a
published and accomplished
poet after attending inspiring
U3A “I just don’t get poetry”

classes, on the Victorian Surf
Coast. When not dreaming, she

can be found gardening, and
walking her two dogs on the

beach.

J u l i a  V a u g h a n



Blood Song

Words start eating themselves

To the bone.

The sky has gone.

Draw down

The gored (by faith’s horn).

You pull the Ten of Swords,

Pray bitterly to the shattered.

Our voices shroud-worn.

Ruckus the forlorn,

Your betrayed, your love-sworn!

Sometimes I buried

My love. Like a coffin

Not a seed.  

Who knew what cracked

Ground could summon.

Ruckus the forlorn,

Your betrayed, your love-sworn!

This land where light leads

To blindness, blindness to light

Bold singers harsh their song

To unreciprocal night.

D y l a n  W i l l o u g h b y  &
J u d i t h  G u t i e r r e z



Loom 

I only trust the broken can only believe 

in the woven the waters’ refusal to knit 

the word as eulogy for word the shadow 

cabinet of my mind usurps the colloquy

of wind O I wish i could stitch but I hold 

these sundered memories to weave 

if nothing else 

D y l a n  W i l l o u g h b y  

Dylan Willoughby is a permanently disabled LGBTQIA+ poet and composer, born in
London, England and currently living in Long Beach, CA. Chester Creek Press has
published 3 limited-edition letterpress poetry chapbooks, with illustrations by the
hyper-realist painter Anthony Mastromatteo. Dylan’s poems have appeared widely

in literary magazines including Agenda (UK), Stand (UK), The Interpreter's House
(UK), Chapman (Scotland), Shenandoah, Salmagundi, Denver Quarterly, CutBank,

Southern Humanities Review, and Green Mountains Review. Recent poems
appeared this summer and fall in The Laurel Review, Fahmidan Journal, Goat's Milk

Magazine (Canada), Sledgehammer Lit (UK), Sparrow’s Trombone, and Bloom
Magazine (Scotland), and are forthcoming in Ample Remains and Amethyst Review.
Dylan has received residency fellowships from Yaddo and MacDowell, and earned
an MFA from Cornell University, where he studied with A. R. Ammons and Robert

Morgan. His music, as "Lost in Stars," has been featured by The Los Angeles Times,
NPR/PRI program "Echoes," KCRW (LA NPR station), Entertainment Weekly, NYLON

magazine, XLR8R, Insomniac, Earmilk, and many other venues.
 

Judith Gutierrez lives in Los Angeles. This is her first published poem.



 
 
 

 

The Empty Swing

It was my third visit to the National Arboretum. I knew to expect the military bands, and hubbub of

activity in the visitor centre. Elderly men jewelled with medals looking to find others, many with walking

sticks, some in wheelchairs. People with trays of tea, coffee and cakes narrowly missing some lost soul

looking for the anchor of loved ones-who were maybe in the toliets, the gift shop, or who finding the

busyness too much and had gone into the chapel to seek solace with the wood.

It is hard to contemplate death in the face of so much activity, but walking out in the fresh air, along

avenues of trees I am captured by memorial. The beauty of lillies in a pond, newly planted oak and then

a plaque. Not a plaque of a war veteran, although the Royal Artilliary band can be heard in the

distance practicing for it’s afternoon performance, but that of someone who died. Not in war, in life.

They died. My brother died three years ago. I think of him. I think of all the millennium trees he planted in

the common land behind his house, the farm set he bought for me when I was a girl. For a while he

walks with me. I imagine what he would say about this place, the moments in history set here in stone, in

bronze; of wars I never knew of, of roles people played in the war. He would have told me so much,

would have enlightened me so much more. He would have told me too about the trees we pass, the

varieties of oak. Passing beehives, I know we would have talked of bees and how important they are to

the planet, if he were here.

I walk on. Loss heavy in my heart. I see a dragon fly skipping across the tops of the grasses, sometimes

resting for a ride on the tall moving pole of grass. I like to see it, but a smile is hard to come by. I see

three people approaching through the trees. How should I interact with them? But there is no need for

concern as they do not look up, they walk by holding each others grief. An unexpected site greets me. A

children’s playground. One wooden swing flows back and forth, empty. Gentle chimes of copper leaves

sound from a pergola. I go to stand to be soothed by their rhythmic tunes. I look up through them to the

blue sky and passing pure white clouds. One of the leaves blows across the sky-show bearing a name

with a beginning date six months ago and an end date three months ago. My mouth drops open and I

cover it with my hand. I step out and my head hits more named leaves and their short lives.

Back through the trees. Rows and rows of new life give some restoration, but high on the hill sits the

forboding war memorial. I choose not to visit it today. I know what it is. Forever in progress name after

new name is added to those who fought not just in the first and second world wars, but those who have

fought in Afghanistan. I saw before. I saw young men visiting, similar age to my son. I saw them in

groups of friends, of mates, pressed together around one name. Their heads lowered and unable to

move. I saw old veterans with heads held high and sombre faces make their way up. It was a pilgrimage

they had to make to honour those they worked with, to give meaning to their life. I do not know. I do not

feel close to the world wars, they were over sixteen years before I was born. How the last sixteen years

have flown. If they have passed so fast, maybe I am closer than I think.

F r a n g i p a n n i  



 

My thoughts turn to my mother who died five years ago. She gave birth to me late in life and had

already lived through both wars. She would have had much to say to me about this place. It would

have allowed her to recount the challenge of war and how she endured it. How she gave birth to my

eldest sister in the second world war, and how she nursed my older brother on her knee when Hanbury

dump exploded. I notice there is even a rock to commemorate this underground ammunition factory

explosion. We turn into the memorial for those Shot at Dawn. Each erect soldier of wood bears a name

and the passing of a young life, some younger than our son who is about to go to University. They were

shot for deserting not by another country, but this country. Horror hits me. 

It is time for refreshment. I gather with the others from Sheffield Quakers and we share simple foods.

The cherries, nectarine, strawberries and melon, that would not have been around in wartime. The sun

is hot on our heads, and for a moment we are relieved from the vast expanse of the arboretum by

gentle chatter, and talk of sharing recipes of oat bakes. We see the time. We gather our things and

walk quietly to the Quaker Memorial. It is set away, through trees and along a grass passage of land. It

is simple, made of solid stone. I sit in the shade to prevent a headache. We assemble around the four

stone benches, and slip into silence. There is quiet. Birds can be heard tweeting on the wings of the

hot air. A few people pass. They glance in, but do not enter. I sink into deep reflection of death and

life.

Frangipanni graduated with an MA in Creative Writing from Sheffield Hallam University in
2015. Her short stories have been informed by her world travels exhibiting as an artist

and presenting published papers at various international conferences. 
 

Her creative memoir focuses on her female dual heritage, Chinese and English, in Britain.
She has won various writing awards such as a Resurgence magazine competition and

Bi’An runner up award for Chinese writers in Britain. In 2010 was awarded an art
practiced based PhD from Manchester Metropolitan University. She has had short stories

published in The Living and the Dead 2019 published by University of Bradford Press,
Unity Anthologies 1 and 2, published by Barrio Blues Press, and BBC Radio Leeds. 

 



  FROM WALDEN POND

The branches high up in a tall

big tree shake, and a handful

of Redcoats fall to the forest floor.

But they’re young, ruddy faced,

and get to their feet with no damage

done and take off in every direction.

I walk to the pond, a bit surprised

that much of the banks ringing it

are little beaches, populated primarily

by young women in bikinis so skimpy

they must be taking Thoreau’s admonition

to live your life simply seriously.

I catch a glimpse of the Fitchburg-Boston

train and am struck by the thought

that if some of the Redcoats can make it

to the Lincoln or Brandeis station 

they can hop on, rest by a window seat

and watch the world, the one indeed

turned upside down, go by, the Charles

under the bridge greeting them at the last stop.

  LARCENY

At the soiree

a society woman

asks the police commissioner

where he’d hide

a tiny but expensive necklace.

“Put it in a poetry book,

no one takes those things.”

Obviously he’s never read

any of my poems—

jewels of the Nile—the fool.

Tim Suermondt’s sixth full-length book of poems “A Doughnut And
The Great Beauty Of The World” will be forthcoming from MadHat
Press in 2021. His current collection “Josephine Baker Swimming

Pool” is also from MadHat. He has published in Poetry,
Ploughshares, Prairie Schooner, The Georgia Review, Bellevue
Literary Review, Stand Magazine, december magazine, On the
Seawall, Poet Lore and Plume, among many others. He lives in

Cambridge (MA) with his wife, the poet Pui Ying Wong.
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